July 2020

Welcome Message
Dear friends,
Who would have imagined that 2020 would have turned out like this! It has
been quite a few months and though the way forward is all a bit up in the air,
progress is being made, and all going well we will enter Phase 3 of the
Government’s route map out of lockdown very soon. Of course, none of us
know exactly how quickly we will work through each of the phases, but if there
is one thing that is absolutely clear, it is this: things will never be quite the
same again. Even when we are able to gather in our building, physical
distancing will remain, strict hygiene will have to be observed and there will
be no singing for some time, due to the increased risk of spreading the virus.
This alone will change the nature of how we do church, especially on a Sunday.
In many ways, this realisation brings a sense of grief for that which has been lost, but I hope it also brings
with it, a sense of anticipation. For yes, we have not, and probably will not for some time, be able to
worship and meet in the usual fashion, but just stop and think about what has been going on! Through
phone calls, cards, texts and letters, pastoral connections have continued or been re-established. Funerals
have been conducted and comfort offered to the grieving. Through Zoom, we have chatted and laughed
together and enjoyed quiz nights, messy church, mini youth group and prayer time. We’ve even found
new ways to connect in worship, with services on Facebook and YouTube, and for those with no new
technology at their fingertips, a dial-a-service phone number has been provided; as well as DVDs delivered
to homes. On top of all of that, there have been many of you checking in on neighbours, some of you
making face masks and local families supported with games and activities. The building might be closed,
but the church is very much alive!
Of course, the church has never been about buildings, it’s always been about people who are loved and
called by God, to go and tell others, in word and action, that God loves them too. This pandemic has
helped us do something that we have been thinking and talking about for some time, and now we truly
are a church without walls.
It goes without saying that Covid-19 has had a devasting impact upon many lives – especially the sick,
lonely and grieving - and there are few of us who have not been affected by its presence; we will all be
glad to see it go. There will be much to consider in the coming weeks and months, not only the practical
implications of opening our building, but also the financial implications for our congregation having been
closed (please see below). Be assured that we will keep you informed and do not hesitate to be in touch
if you have any questions or need any help.
We are living in strange days, but in and through it all may we be filled with faith and know God’s peace,
trusting that Jesus is always with us and that His love will make all things new. Stay safe and connected.
Love and best wishes to you all,

Ruth

Financial News
As you can imagine, our income has been badly affected by lockdown. However, thanks to George
McKerracher and his persistence with the trustees in Edinburgh and our utility companies, we still have a
credit balance (at end June) of £8594.88 in the general account. There were several large bills during June
but, hopefully, no more surprises.
Thank you if you have recently switched to Standing Order for your offerings or if you have contacted
your Elder, Ruth or Tom requesting them to collect the WFO envelopes you have been saving. Thanks to
Marion MacVean and Fiona Sinclair, these will be recorded and banked on a regular basis.
It would help us greatly if you might consider supporting the church by standing order. If you would like
to know more about this and gift aid, please contact either myself (07917 822 632) or Ken McKie.
A standing order form is enclosed with this Newsletter for your convenience.
We have received a ‘Just Giving’ donation, but unfortunately it doesn't give a name! If you do decide to
make a donation in this way, please include your name so that we can give acknowledgment.
I fully expect that our small credit balance will soon disappear, but we are very fortunate in being better
placed than a lot of churches. So, let us look forward to being together again when the virus is no longer
a major concern.
Keep safe!
Regards
Joan McLaren
PS - The Church of Scotland website now has a donate button and you can also donate to your own
church this way.

Ways to stay connected
Minister:

Rev Dr Ruth Morrison: 0141 941 3317 (home) or 07557657079 (mobile)
RMorrison@churchofscotland.org.uk

Session Clerk: Mr Tom MacDonald: 0141 952 3354, tom.macdonald@ntlworld.com
Dial-a-service: 0141 278 6595 to hear the Sunday morning service on your telephone.
Zoom Prayer Meeting: A Time to Pause for Prayer is held every Thursday at 8 pm. If you would like to
join this prayer meeting, please contact Ruth with your email address and she will send you an invite or
check the bottom of the weekly E-Newsletter on our website page.
Zoom Chats: Zoom chats are held on a Sunday morning at 11.30am.
Zoom Quiz Evening: Every second Friday at 8 pm there are zoom quiz nights organised by Liz Stewart
from Dalmuir Barclay. These have been fun and plenty of room if you want to come along to that. The
quiz lasts between 60 and 90 minutes. Please e-mail Ruth for more information.
DVD of Morning Service: We are now burning DVDs of the Sunday morning service so that you can watch
the service on your television. If you would like a DVD, please contact Ruth or your Elder.

Many Thanks
Many thanks go to all those who have been phoning around and keeping in touch with other members
of our congregation, especially those who are shielding and therefore unable to get out and about. I
know that this has been much appreciated by all. We also know that many of you would like to get back
into our church building and this will come. However, please be assured that we are looking at the
bigger picture and most importantly the wellbeing of those who come through our doors. Only when we
are reasonably certain that it would be safe to do so, will we be there to welcome you back in whatever
way that we can… THANK YOU, ONE & ALL!

Worship on-line
The Sunday service can be watched at 10 am (or any time thereafter) on the Waterfront Parish Church
Facebook site and it is heartening to see how many folks are engaging with it.
The service is also available on the Waterfront Church YouTube channel and if you would like to watch it
by this method, please contact Tom MacDonald who will send you the link each week or simply subscribe
to the Waterfront YouTube page.

Pastoral Care and Good Day Clydebank
I am writing this from lockdown in Dundee, I travelled here just before lockdown was announced and I
have to say I didn't expect to be here so long and I'm sure my son and daughter-in-law are thinking the
same!!
How do you do "remote pastoral care" you might ask when you're not allowed
to visit people in their own homes, hospitals or care homes? It may be remote
in a physical sense but you find new ways of connecting, supporting and
encouraging in both traditional and innovative ways. I phone on average 60
people per week and also e mail and text. People are appreciating the calls,
having a chance to chat and I feel privileged to be able to offer my time to
communicate with others and there are even advantages in this situation as I
have the opportunity to engage with people I haven't had contact with before.
I also offer words of Scripture and prayer during the phone calls if someone
wishes to join with me in that way.
I have also been posting a reflection every week on the church Facebook, there
is no particular theme I just go with wherever the Spirit leads me. I continue to
contribute to the Sunday service with a monthly prayer.
I have had the time to do some training with a view to the future, one being a reconnector with Seasons
of Growth parents programme and a foodbank webinar with emphasis on food distribution which will be
put to good use when we have the opportunity to join with the volunteers from Waterfront when the
time is right to progress with the distribution of excess food from Greggs.
My son has taught me the wonders of the Zoom world. Hooray!! Zoom is great when it works but in the
beginning there was a lot of "Can you hear me, Can you see me"? I thought it was just me but no it’s been
a challenge for everyone!! Zoom has enabled me to join team meetings, Liz's quiz, Monday chat, church
chats on a Sunday and I look forward to our Zoom prayer group which starts this week.
In conclusion lockdown may seem as if everything is closed yet it has opened doors of opportunity to keep
in touch with those we already know and to reach out to people who are exploring faith for the first
time. Isn't it wonderful that in the darkest of times there is still a glimmer of light. I give thanks for
everyone who has reached out to another during this time, friend and stranger are connecting like never
before and I pray that this continues beyond the present situation. I think the following words of Scripture
speak to us at this time: So speak encouraging words to one another. Build up hope so you'll all be together
in this, no one left out, no one left behind. I know you're already doing this; just keep on doing it. 1
Thessalonians 5:11 MSG.
God be with you.
Lorraine, Pastoral Assistant
P.S. Since writing this piece, Lorraine has returned home.

Young People
Like most, lockdown came as quite a shock to my system. The solution? Zoom!!! Title mismatch perhaps?
– my initial thought - the 80s song “Zoom, suddenly and we were on the moon” – by the time I had finished
I felt like I was on the moon! Zoom would infer lightning speed – em no – then it says “run” – em, yes
please! Joking aside, we live in a digital world and it was a real blessing.
My main focus is still to support families – there are so many families living in flats, isolated from loved
ones and support is appreciated. On-line Messy Church went very well as did Mini Youth Group. Mini
Youth Group are looking into a wonderful recycling programme and helping the homeless by making
winter waterproof blankets from recycled crisp wrappers. Our Mini Youth Group young leaders have been
asked to write an article for Life and Work which should be on-line in August.
We secured £450 WDC grant for our Summer Club which will allow us to explore a wonderful on-line
Scripture Union resource “The Wonder Zone”. I am also looking forward to holding on-line toddler time
with bedtime bible stories (Yayyyy!).
I leave you with a Messy Science twig mobile Pentecost craft (about gravity). “The centre is the point at
which the object is in balance. If you move an object further, it exerts more turning force”. My prayer
for our community is that lockdown is indeed a turning force, a rare opportunity to further reach out to
our community’s needs. God bless folks and take care.
Kind Regards,
Gillian x

Faith in Community Scotland grants
At the beginning of lockdown, we were asked if we would like to apply for a Faith In Community Scotland
grant to help support families with social isolation. Faith In Community Scotland’s vision is that Scotland’s
poorest communities should flourish. The grant was termed “Rapid Response” and it certainly was –
within two days we received confirmation that we would receive £500 to support our families. We
purchased mainly games, arts and crafts via Amazon which were delivered directly to home addresses.
Some children were sent fidget toys to help them continue routines whilst home schooling and calming
resources were purchased i.e. painting by numbers which helped some children who were struggling with
anxiety. Although the fund was mainly centred on children, it also helped the adults as it gave them some
breathing space and the board games helped them to further connect as a family.
Several weeks later, we were told that we could apply for a second grant and were
very blessed to receive a further £500 to help. As this was a second request, it had
to be more detailed in nature. The fund particularly centres on helping people who
may feel disconnected. We therefore considered families, refugee families, many of
whom are living in flats, and children who may be particularly struggling with social
isolation. We contacted parents and Ruth emailed the local schools for their input.
Parents have been so appreciative of the items that have been sent and I feel very
grateful to Faith In Community Scotland for their support and the work that they do
in general to support our communities. We received this card from them but really
it is us who feel very blessed to have their support. It is another perfect example of us all working in
community together and another example of faith in action and I hope to keep in contact with these
wonderful people in the future. 1 Corinthians 13:13 “And now these three remain: faith, hope and love.
But the greatest of these is love”.
Gillian,
Children & Family Worker.

